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WallFORMe
D I G I TA L C O N T R A C T WA L L C O V E R I N G S

A CUSTOMISED, VISUALLY ATTRACTIVE ENVIRONMENT

AN INNOVATIVE SELECTION OF
WALL COVERINGS
DIGITAL PRINTING ON DEMAND
TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROJECTS

Digital printing is used to print visuals, photographs, images, designs, and/or logos on the substrates at high,
photographic-quality resolutions, adding an aesthetic dimension to the coverings’ technical qualities and creating a
true symbiosis between material, image, and space.

WallFORMe brings your décor to life, turning walls into active participants in a building’s function, enriching it and
adding an original touch that infuses it with a soul.
WallFORMe is an innovative collection of wall coverings
that can be digitally printed on demand, offering a unique
combination of technology, quality and creativity.

WallFORMe coverings enhance a wall’s image by giving it a tactile feel and a sense of depth, as well as catching
and reflecting ambient light. Together with the intensity of tones, these provide an integral and indivisible relationship
between medium and image that stirs the emotions, piques one’s curiosity, calms the spirit or brightens up one’s day.
Whether it’s the softness and comfort of a hotel room, the
warmth and friendly welcome of a pub, the bright cheerfulness
of a reception room, the discretion and calm of an office area,
the dynamic and fresh appeal of a boutique, these unique
coverings shape the ambiance of your premises.

Texdecor designed this new range to fully satisfy the
requirements of a building’s dry wall: compliance with
regulatory constraints and conditions of use while also
giving each project its own personal touch and unique
identity.
Now, with WallFORMe, the need for durability, hygiene and acoustic comfort go hand in hand with aesthetics!

After selecting the functional medium best suited to your
use, create your desired ambiance by combining your image
with one of the numerous decorative effects available for
WallFORMe. Images can be enlarged, resized, or transformed
to fit the configuration of the intended space.

FUNCTIONAL WALL COVERINGS

AN EVOLUTIONARY AND INNOVATIVE CONCEPT

WallFORMe print substrates fully meet the specifications for commercial and public
establishments, including maximum durability for intense use in public areas, easy
maintenance to meet hygiene standards in medical facilities, acoustic comfort in offices
and functional premises, etc. At launch, this concept is available in 3 collections:

Upon launch, WallFORMe offers a rich selection of 15 functional and
decorative coverings. This selection will be regularly updated to keep up
with new trends and develop new uses.

SUBLIME WALLCOVERINGS

E S S E N T I A L WA L L C O V E R I N G S

ACOUSTIC WALLCOVERINGS

6 decorative effects produced using
innovative qualities that enhance
your image and give your premises a
unique style: velvet, metal, peachskin
leather, silk, quartz, canvas.

6 timeless structures on a highly
durable and compact vinyl covering
with antibacterial treatment, large
width 125 cm, B s1 d0 fire rating.

3 different structures on an NRC
0.25 acoustic substrate designed
for intensive use, with coated microperforated vinyl on absorbent fleece,
large width 125 cm.

A tactile feel, a sense of depth, the
way it catches and reflects ambient
light, and the intensity of its tones,
comprise an integral and indivisible
relationship between medium and
image.

This solution is particularly well
suited to intensive use in public
areas and functional spaces as well
as in medical establishments having
specific hygienic requirements.

Reduces audio vibrations, improving
the acoustical level of comfort. This
solution is designed to meet the
acoustic requirements for public
establishments while also decorating
them.

Our team of interior decorators is at your disposal to assist in determining
the best combinations of medium and image, and in adapting the visual
aspects to your project’s specific needs.

We also invite you to sign up to our WallForMe-News newsletter at www.texdecor.fr to keep informed of the latest
updates to the Texdecor-Digital range.

WITH WallFORMe, A FUNCTIONAL WALL BECOMES A DECORATIVE ELEMENT AND MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION.

